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Box 1. Folder 1: Various financial transaction documents and a letter to the Western Metals Co. Stockholders.

Folder 2: Numerous letters and telegrams to and from members of the Howard family and family friends. Many of the letters are addressed to “Marcia & Harry” Howard. Some of the letters are quite personal while others deal with mining and other business activities.

Folder 3: Copies of the “Salome Sun” paper.

Folder 4: Cooking recipes

Folder 5: H.O. Howard notebook

Folder 6: Business advertisements

Folder 7: A 16 page, handwritten, rough-draft manuscript of either a speech, sermon, lesson or just philosophical treatise, entitled “Three Were”. It is unsigned.

Folder 8: Invitation to attend the graduation of Claudia Mosele Mack and the Class of 1926, from Phoenix Union Colored High School.

Folder 9: A booklet containing hand-written poems.

Folder 10: Samples of envelopes and stationery from various hotels in Arizona.

Folder 11: Postcards depicting hotels in Jerome, Az., Los Angeles and San Diego.

Folder 12: 12 Photos
  Dog standing on a table in the desert.
  Negative of the above photo
  Young girl posing with toy
  Young boy in suit & tie, posing
  Young woman posing
  Young woman posing
  Young woman posing
  Young woman posing
  Lady posing with small child
  Posed pictured of woman inscribed, “To my dear “Pals” Marcia & Harry, with much love from Ruby”.
  Young girl posed next to mirror
  Young girl, posing
  (also, an envelope from Bate Studio, Prescott, Az., addressed to Mr. H.O. Howard, Turkey, Az.)
Box 2. A complete feasibility analysis of the Coronado Del Rey otor Hotel, completed in 1959 by David Adams, Denver, Co. This large booklet includes financial projections of cost and potential profits and architectural and artistic drawings of the proposed hotel.